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A decision tree is a graphic model of a decision process, and it is usually used as a decision support tool or classifier. A decision trees is one of the best ways to analyze a decision, as it is visualized and simple to understand and interpret. Its possible consequence includes chance event outcomes, resource costs or utility.
We propose to investigate DMSS based on Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy Decision Trees (FDT), as an efficient alternative  This work was supported by grant of Slovak Electrical Society Section with the Department of Telecommunications University of Zilina, Slovakia to crisp classifiers that are applied independently. An important aspect of this model is cooperation of Fuzzy Logic and decision trees. This cooperation tries to soften the accuracy/interpretability tradeoff.
Induction of FDT is a useful technique to find patterns in data in the presence of imprecision, either because data are fuzzy in nature or because we must improve its semantics. We have proposed the technique for induction of new type of fuzzy decision tree -ordered FDT, which is simple to understand and apply. The use of cumulative information estimations allows precisely estimating mutual influence of attributes. These evaluations are used to analyze group of training instances.
Many FDT induction algorithms have been considered and introduced in [4] . There are different medical applications of FDT for building of rules for classification [2] , [3] , [5] . Authors in papers [2] , [5] use fuzzy ID3 algorithm, that doesn't allow FDT building with parallel structure. FDT in [3] is satisfactory for completely specified initial data.
In [6] the ordered FDT have been proposed that permit to find a sequence of rules, which analyze input attributes in order that is both cost effective and guarantees a desired level of accuracy. Every node of one level of such FDT associates with similar attribute.
For these purposes, a technique to compute cumulative information estimates of fuzzy sets have been used [7] . The application of such estimations allows inducing minimum cost decision trees based on new criterions of optimality.
In this paper we develop application of cumulative information estimations and propose new type of FDTstable FDT that can be used for incompletely specified initial data. Therefore three types of FDT are considered in this paper: non-ordered FDT (is inducted by fuzzy ID3 algorithm), ordered FDT and stable FDT. The non-ordered FDT is inducted by fuzzy ID3 algorithm. The ordered and stable FDT are build based on cumulative information estimations. In this paper we consider application of these types FDT for medical application, particularly for prognostic of breast cancer.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II contains brief information about used DMSS and representation of fuzzy data. Section III and shows three types of FDT induction with a simple example. Section IV contains description of our Fuzzy classification rules. Section V demonstrates the results of tests by benchmark for breast cancer diagnosis.
II. DECISION MAKING SUPPORT SYSTEM BASED ON FUZZY LOGIC
A. Decision Making Support System The huge amount of medical data and the different sources of medical information make the task of decision making difficult and complex. DMSS are systems used in medicine for the tasks of diagnosis, prognosis, treatment planning and decision support [8] , [9] . There are a lot of such systems that have been implemented for specific areas in medicine or diseases. Some of these systems have similar conception and based on identical mathematical background. Therefore we consider a conception of the DMSS and its application for prognosis of some diseases.
There are some conceptions of the DMSS structure [9, 10] . We use conception with comparison of a new case with previous cases and selection most similar as decision (Fig.1) . Thus the classification is principal problem of this conception based on special rules that agrees with Block of Compare new case and ontology. The mathematical background of this block is Fuzzy Classification rules that are formed by FDT. The block for Preparation of initial data implements transformation of the input data to the fuzzy data. This procedure is named as fuzzification. The result presentation is interpretation of the decision by the defuzzification procedure. The decision making procedure corresponds to the recognition (classification) of the new case and is the process of moving from concrete examples to general models, where the goal is to learn how to classify objects by analyzing a set of instances (already solved cases) whose classes are known. Instances are typically represented as attribute-value vectors. One of possible solutions for such classification is implemented by Decision Trees [10] . A decision tree is formalism for expressing such mappings and consists of tests of attribute nodes linked to two or more sub-trees and leafs or decision nodes labeled with a class which means the decision. A test node computes some outcome based on the attribute values of an instance, where each possible outcome is associated with one of the sub-trees. An instance is classified by starting at the root node of the tree. If this node is a test, the outcome for the instance is determined and the process continues using the appropriate sub-tree. When a leaf is eventually encountered, its label gives the predicted class of the instance. The FDT is one of possible types of decision trees that permits to operate by fuzzy data (attributes).
The process of construction of FDT is based on the use of a fuzzy partition for each numerical attribute. An automatic method of construction of such a partition from a set of precise values could be used in order to obtain automatically a set of fuzzy values for each numerical attribute. Fuzzy data are used in situations that are especially difficult or ambiguous, and unsolvable by other types of logic. Fuzzification transforms precise input into corresponding fuzzy input [11] . The interpretability of a fuzzy systemespecially if applied in data analysis -is one of its key advantages. Therefore the considered DMSS ( Fig.1) is implemented based on the fuzzy classification rules.
B. Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy logic is a popular approach to capture vagueness of information [12] . The basic idea is to use instead the "crisp" A fuzzy set F with respect to a universe U is characterized by a membership function μ F : U [0,1], which assign a Fmembership degree, μ F (u), to each element u in U. μ F (u) gives an estimation that u belongs to the fuzzy set F [13] .
For example, consider attribute A i that is Age. This attribute has 3 fuzzy partitions A i,1 (young), A i,2 (adult), A i,3 (old) (with range [0,1]) as it is depicted in Fig.2 . The real value u U of this attribute A i is interpreted as: young (u)=0.7, adult (u)=0.3, and old (u) = 0 in terms of fuzzy logic. Thus, the fuzzification of the initial data is performed by analyzing the corresponding values of a membership function. Here, each attribute value can be seen as likelihood estimate. In this paper we analyze a particular case when the sum of membership values of all partitions equals to 1. For these purposes, we use one of the algorithms to transform from numeric to triangular fuzzy data, presented in [11] .
A typical classification problem can be described as follows [14] . A universe of objects U={u} is described by N training examples and n input attributes A={A 1 ,...,A n }. Each attribute A i (1 i n) measures some feature presented by a group of discrete linguistic terms. We assume that each group is a set of m i (m i 2) values of fuzzy subsets
The cost of an attribute A i denoted as Cost(A i ) is an integrated measure that accounts financial and temporal costs required to define the value of the A i for an instance. We assume that each object u in the universe is classified by a set of classes {B 1 ,...,B m b }. This set describes the class attribute B. The class attribute B has to determine by values of attributes A i with minimal costs Cost(A i ).
Let us consider the simplified example for breast cancer diagnosis (Table I) Table I . Let the costs of attributes be the ones on the last row of the Table II. 
III. FUZZY DECISION TREES INDUCTION
There are different approaches to induct FDT [16] , [17] - [19] . The principal goal of these approaches for FDT induction is selection of expanded attributes and determination of the leaf node. The key points of approaches for induction of FDT are (a) a heuristic for selecting expanded attributes and (b) a rule for transformation of nodes into leaves. An expanded attribute is an attribute that according to the values of the attribute tree expands the node considered. In paper [7] new cumulative information estimates have been proposed. The cumulative information estimates allow defining criterion of expanded attributes selection to induct FDT with different properties. Non-ordered, Ordered and Stable FDT will be considered below. These FDT are different by selection criterion of expanded attributes. This selection criterion is defined as different type of cumulative mutual information I(B; A), where B and A are output and input attributes (or its values).
The selection criterion of expanded attributes q i A for induction of Non-ordered FDT is defined as [6, 7] : A is the attribute that isn't in this path.
In (1) the Cost(A i ) is an integrated measure that accounts financial and temporal costs required to define the value of the A i for an instance and this value is defined a priori. Maximum value of cumulative mutual information (1) allows to select expanded attributes between attributes q i A .
There are two tuning parameters and used in the algorithm [6, 7] . Expanding a tree branch is stopped when either the frequency f of the branch is below or when more than percent of instances left in the branch has the same class label. Thus these values are key parameters needed in the fifth step of the algorithm deciding have we already approached to leaf node or should we need to continue expanding the branch.
The Non-ordered FDT inducted according (1) for data in Table I ( =0,75 and =0,16) is in Fig.3 . The cumulative conditional entropy H(B|A) is used in induction of this FDT. In paper [7] this entropy is presented in detail.
According to this FDT the attribute A 2 has maximum value of information estimation (1) Algorithm for Ordered FDT induced has been presented in [6] . The Ordered FDT induced from the data presented in Table I can be seen in Fig. 4 
The Stable FDT is in Fig. 5 for the data presented in Table  I . The more important (by information estimates) attributes is located in root or near root of the tree. Therefore the stable result will be obtained but the cost Cost(A i ) has to increase.
IV. USAGE OF FDT FOR CLASSIFICATION
In the all type of FDT, each non-leaf node is associated with an attribute A i A. When A i is associated with a nonleaf node, the node has m i outgoing branches. In fuzzy cases, a new instance e may be classified into different classes with different degrees. Then, each leaf l r L corresponds to one (r-th) classification rule. The condition part of the classification rule is a group of conditions presented in the form "attribute is attribute is value" and those conditions are connected with and-operator. These attributes are associated with the nodes in the path from the root to the leaf l Our approach uses several classification rules for classification of a new instance e. That's why, there may be several paths whose all outgoing node's branches are associated with values A i S ,j S (e) greater than 0. Each path P r (e) form the root to the leaf node l r corresponds to one r-th Table I classification rule. In this case each r-th classification rule should be included in the final classification with a certain weight W r (e). The weight for instance e and the r-th rule is
given by the rule W r (e)= 
where B r is the truthfulness of the r-th rule. Below the transformation process of the FDT into fuzzy rules and these rules are used for classification are described by example for the Ordered FDT in Fig.4 .
The FDT in Fig.4 We obtain by use of (4) benchmarks (dataset) each of which has [20] , [21] : breastcancer-wisconsin and breast-cancer. We had divided initial dataset into 2 parts. The first part (70% from initial dataset) was used for building classification models. The second part (30% from initial dataset) was used for verification of the classification models. This process was repeated 1000 times, and average estimations were produced. A fragment of our results is shown in Table III 
VI. CONCLUSION
In many applications, black-box prediction is not satisfactory, and understanding and handling the data is of critical importance. Typically, approaches useful for understanding of data involve logical rules, evaluate similarity to prototypes, or are based on visualization or graphical methods.
There are several methods proposed for logical rule generation combining different data types (machine learning, fuzzy decision trees, association rules, Bayesian networks, neural networks, pattern recognition). We have selected the more powerful of these algorithms that have been proved from the literature that give better rules and keep the level of interpretability and accuracy in the classification tasks [4] , [17] , [18] .
Induction of FDT is a useful technique to find patterns in data in the presence of imprecision, either because data are fuzzy in nature or because we must improve its semantics. We have proposed the technique to induction of new type of fuzzy decision tree -Stable FDT, which is simple to understand and apply. The use of cumulative information estimations allows precisely estimating mutual influence of attributes. These evaluations are used to analyze group of training instances.
